### Thematic Cottages

**Aquarium** | Oceanography, life forms, ecology.
---|---
**Bird House** | Bird types, principles of flight, geography, and ecological effects.
**Body Shop** | Anatomy, physiology, nutrition.
**Invention Convention** | Great inventors, creative applications, marketing.
**Mineral Market** | Geology, geography, earth history
**Physics Foundry** | Force, motion, basic principles.
**Piggy Bank** | Economics, marketing, mathematics.
**Planetarium** | Solar System, planets, space exploration, Kepler's Law.
**Plant Nursery** | Plant life, ecology, microscope studies.
**Power House** | Energy, sources applications.
**Reptile Ranch** | Characteristics, animal studies, ecology, and animal evolutionary traits.
**Sweet Shop** | States of matter, measurement, chemical reactions.
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